One Jump at a Time
by NATHAN CHEN - 796.912 CHEN
The three-time World Champion, Olympic gold medalist, and the first Asian American man to stand at the highest podium in figure skating reflects on the events that led him to where he is today, in this testament to the love of family and the power of persistence, grit, and passion.

Taste Makers: Seven Immigrant WomenWho Revolutionized Food in America
by MAYUKH SEN - 641.5092 SEN
Who's really behind America's appetite for foods from around the globe? This group biography from an electric new voice in food writing honors seven extraordinary women, all immigrants, who left an indelible mark on the way Americans eat today.

Here to Stay: Uncovering South AsianAmerican History
by GEETIKA RUDRA - 305.8 RUDRA
Geetika Rudra, a second-generation Indian immigrant and American history buff, takes readers on a journey across the country to unearth the little-known histories of earlier generations of South Asian Americans.
**Everything I Learned, I Learned in a Chinese Restaurant**
*by CURTIS CHIN - B CHIN*

Nineteen eighties Detroit was a volatile place to live, but above the fray stood a safe haven: Chung's Cantonese Cuisine, where anyone could sit down for a warm, home-cooked meal. Here was where, beneath a bright-red awning and surrounded by his multigenerational family, filmmaker and activist Curtis Chin came of age; where he learned to embrace his identity as a gay ABC, or American-born Chinese; where he navigated the city's spiraling misfortunes; and where--between helpings of almond boneless chicken, sweet-and-sour pork, and some of his own, less-savory culinary concoctions--he realized just how much he had to offer to the world, to his beloved family, and to himself.

**Asian American Histories of the United States**
*by CATHARINE CENIZA CHOIY - 973.0495 CHOIY*

Asian American Histories of the United States illuminates how an over-century-long history of Asian migration, labor, and community formation in the United States is fundamental to understanding the American experience and its existential crises of the early twenty-first century.

**First Generation: Recipes from My Taiwanese-American Home**
*by FRANKIE GAW - 641.5951 GAW*

In this stunning exploration of identity through food, the blogger behind Little Fat Boy presents 80 recipes that defined his childhood as a first-generation Taiwanese American growing up in the Midwest.

**Oh My Mother! A Memoir in Nine Adventures**
*by CONNIE WANG - B WANG*

A mother-daughter adventure around the world in pursuit of self-discovery, a family reckoning, and Asian American defiance.

**Making a Scene**
*by CONSTANCE WU- 791.43028 WU*

Constance shares private memories of childhood, young love, heartbreak, sexual assault, harassment, and how she "made it" in Hollywood. She offers a behind-the-scenes look at being Asian American in the entertainment industry and the continuing evolution of her identity and influence in the public eye.

**The Golden Screen: The Movies That Made Asian America**
*by JEFF YANG - 791.4365 YANG*

The Golden Screen is a first-of-its-kind history and celebration of Asian Americans on the big screen. Covering more than 130 films, spanning more than 100 years—from Cecil B. DeMille's 1915 film The Cheat to Wayne Wang's The Joy Luck Club to the Danielses' Everything Everywhere All at Once in 2022—this groundbreaking book explores how these iconic films have shaped how America sees Asians and how Asian Americans see themselves.

**Asian American is not a color: Conversations on Race, Affirmative Action, and Family**
*by OIYAN A. POON - 305.895 POON*

A mother and race scholar seeks to answer her daughter's many questions about race and racism with an earnest exploration into race relations and affirmative action from the perspectives of Asian Americans.

**Egg Rolls & Sweet Tea: Asian Inspired Southern Style**
*by NATALIE KENG - 641.5975 KENG*

Southern food intersect with various Asian-American tastes in this fusion cookbook of 100 recipes celebrating inclusivity and diversity at the dinner table with the best from various cultures, cooking styles, and comforting foods.

**Corky Lee's Asian America**
*by CORKY LEE - 790.89 LEE*

A collection of over 200 breathtaking photos celebrating the history and cultural impact of the Asian American social justice movement, from a beloved photographer who sought to change the world, one photograph at a time.

**Stay True**
*by HUA HSU - B HSU*

A gripping memoir on friendship, grief, the search for self, and the solace that can be found through art, by the New Yorker staff writer Hua Hsu.